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Mezcal fueled dreams:

A recurrent dream from each participant will be
recorded into an audio while they are drinking

alcohol, this dream will then be made into a
drawing, painting, collage, or similar

composition by the contributing artists.

The bottom of a shot glass is usually full of regrets, that’s the reason I always close
my eyes while the liquid runs through my throat. Your unconscious mind is chock
full of long chains and stale cages that endlessly imprison such a forbidden domain.
Rarely can you glimpse at it in dreams, rarely can you come close to that dreamlike
reality that is also dreadfully self-evident. Those nights when I drink, no imps or
sprites ever visit, there are only the rough likenesses of people that no longer exist
in my life. What twisted sorts of creatures ever guest in your dreams? This is an
experiment about those tiny worlds of ours whose portals open only under the
influence of certain spirits.

Maybe vulnerability seems only revolting because the world is so cruel on
occasions, or because we feel so afraid of recognizing the cruelty that lives
deep within ourselves. Dreams soften our souls before our deepest fears,
forgotten regrets and hidden desires. The most interesting part of this process
of giving physicality to such things as dreams is what we deem most
important to convey. Dreams are often uncontainable chimeras, immense
smidgeons from the thinking of God and it is folly to think we can fully
convey or explain them. We can nevertheless emphasize that which we find
most important about our dreams, the main plot of some fervent unreality, a
specific element whispered to us by primal ego. It could be a special person;
it may be a place or maybe a very particular demon shaped by all your
concerns and worries.

Each of these artworks is based on a dream driven by mezcal and has been
unraveled by otherness through blessed partial anonymity. These are dreams
touched by our humanity, by strong liquor and by the bitter taste of smoke. There
is no shared theory or technique, they share more by way of their process, not the
resulting visuals. They speak of uncertain intimacy that comes from an unknown
person, but it is still such vulnerable intimacy, nonetheless. Intoxication offers
unmistakable vulnerability, maybe it’s time we stop understanding that as
something exclusively bad.

What you end up discussing about your dreams is
probably the reason you were drinking in the first place
the night before, it will be either your Eros or Thanatos.
The dreams I enjoy most are those where I hold no sway,
where that primal ego that surrounds both myself and
my mind, solely designs a stunning reality for me;
unique, excessive, and all the same awfully fleeting. The
dreams I enjoy the most are woven with threads of agave
and gently infused with mezcal. Please observe these
images with tenderness, be mindful of the distant
intimacy that hides within the commotion and mayhem.
The neighboring core of someone else that breathes the

exact way that you do is present inside these effigies,
take a glimpse, but please don’t be morbid about it. Pay
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respect to those homuncular oneiros that make their
divinity known within these depictions.

Rogelio Zárate is a zapotec visual artist (Ben Diidx-
zah) originally from Oaxaca, creator of Santiago
Diablo mezcal and he contributes along with it in
this collaborative project with INVERÖSIMIL.

This is an exercise about a few different things, the
cultural tradition of mezcal, experimental community-
based art, the psychology of dreaming, and our
vulnerability in face of otherness. The same way agave is
fermented and distilled in order to produce a spirit
gifted with a very particular identity, dreams are also
distilled through image, word, and cognition in order to
find an alternate identity that conveys the landscapes of
our subconscious. They are indeed works of art, but they
are first and foremost works of pure overt humanity and
concealed but unwavering emotion.
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